SecureShare™
Delivery Portal
One of the biggest challenges faced by companies responding to
subpoenas is how to securely and efficiently deliver responsive
documents. Safari’s SecureShare™ portal is the answer. It is the
only solution that integrates a file delivery platform with a
paywall that allows you to automatically recover your cost.

Traditional Approaches Don’t Work
We created SecureShare™ because other electronic delivery alternatives are hard to use and
burdensome for parties outside your corporate
network. Some challenges of these encrypted
delivery systems include:

DID YOU KNOW: If response files are
too large for email, companies will often
encrypt them on a DVD or flash stick—in
violation of their security policies as well
as the firms’—and send them in the mail.

— Outlook plugins or other software
downloads are often required
— Recipients have to manage encryption
keys and additional accounts/passwords
— Third-party systems (e.g. FTP sites) are
usually not integrated with your company’s
SOP response management system,
requiring manual re-upload of every file
individually
— No proof of receipt or other audit
information is saved within your
company’s response management system
— In many systems, the files remain
indefinitely and require manual deletion
— Email response systems typically have file
size limitations, creating one-off workflows
for large files and thus difficulty storing all
files in one place
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SOP Response Simplified

We designed SecureShare emphasizing
security and usability. As a result, it works
with any file size or type. There is nothing for
recipients to install, no user accounts to set
up, and no encryption keys to manage. If the
issuer has an email address and access to the
Internet, you can deliver subpoena responses
with confidence.

Full-Featured or Delivery-Only
Moreover, if you already have a subpoena
managment solution in place, you can keep
your existing system and just use SecureShare
for document delivery and cost recovery.
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SecureShare™ Delivery Portal
Delivery with Security in Mind

Cost Recovery Built In

Two-Factor Authentication.
For added security you can opt to
deliver using two-factor authentication which sends two unique
access keys: one via email; the other via fax.

The Challenge of Billing.
Chasing small-dollar receivables
is often more expensive than it’s
worth. An automated solution like
Safari is the answer.

Encryption. When the issuer accesses the
unique page at the SecureShare™ portal, all
file transmission is encrypted end-to-end using 128-Bit SSL on Microsoft Azure.

Automatic Invoice Generation. Safari
enables companies to pre-configure invoices
that are automatically generated. It also tracks
pre-payments, generates one-off invoices for
unique situations and records pre-negotiated
amounts prior to billing.

Isolation & Deletion. SecureShare™ is
housed on a different domain and completely
separate from your company’s subpoena response system; moreover, all files are automatically deleted after 14 days or immediately
when the issuer confirms receipt.

DID YOU KNOW: Companies can now
seamlessly collect tens to hundreds
of thousands of dollars annually that
were previously left unrecovered.

Access Control. Only the recipient can view
the unique document ID and passcode needed
to download the response files.

SecureShare Paywall. To recover your
subpoena response costs in Safari, simply
select a recovery option and the system does
the rest—It’s that simple. Once enabled, when
an issuer accesses the portal to download
their documents, they are prompted to pay
your invoice using a credit card.

DID YOU KNOW: Many companies
struggle with response cost recovery.
Some have checklists to send 2nd and
3rd payment reminders to issuers.
Others have even resorted to sending
invoices to collection agencies.

Reporting. Safari automatically captures
all cost recovery data so you can easily view
revenue generated and return on investment.

Process Overview
C O R P O R AT I O N
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SecureShare™ Delivery Portal

How It Works
Delivery Setup
SecureShare™ has a wizard
to guide you through cost
recovery and response delivery.
It is the only solution that offers
two-factor authentication
with encrypted delivery and
automatic invoice generation.

You can pre-configure
invoices and Safari will
auto-generate them when
the files are delivered.

Email/Fax Notification
Once you configure the delivery
options, Safari sends notification
to the subpoena issuer with stepby-step instructions explaining
how to retrieve the response files.

To minimize the appearance
of spam or spoofing, all
communications include
indentifying info (such as
case no. and date) that are
unique, specific to the issuer,
and not readily known.
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SecureShare™ Delivery Portal
Portal Access
The link in the notification email
sends the issuer to the portal
login which always requires both
a Response ID and a Passcode.
Sending these keys separately
ensures the files can only be
accessed by the intended
recipient and you are dealing
with a valid issuer.

The Two-factor response
ID and passcode are
generated by Safari and
securely delivered.
Paywall Cost Recovery
If you have required that the
issuer reimburse your response
costs, they will be prompted to
pay with a credit card before
they can continue. Safari
presents an invoice as well as
a list of the files that will be
available for download once
payment is complete.

For added security, the
portal is only open for 14
days—however it may be
extended if needed.
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SecureShare™ Delivery Portal
File Download
Once authentication and payment
is complete, the issuer can
download the response files (as
a combined .zip or individually).
When the issuer confirms receipt,
Safari immediately closes the
portal and deletes the response
files on the SecureShare server.

SecureShare automates
every step in the process
from file hosting to invoice
and receipt creation.

Delivery Monitoring
Companies can monitor
portal access and activity
from one integrated solution.

Companies can close or
extend the portal, or
revise the files to be
delivered at any time.
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About Safari

Our Mission

Prior to Safari, we created Serengeti—the world’s

We created Safari to help legal processing teams

largest B2B legal collaboration platform. With

manage subpoena responses more efficiently,

our completely new company, we are once again

securely deliver responses electronically, and

transforming the way companies manage legal ops.

automatically recover costs in a single system.
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